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TOWER CIT.Y,. Pa.. (UPI)-Danger. · . of Brookside Mountain.
His job was to shovel the coal onto a
is as much a part of life in the co~
conveyer
after it had ~n pried loose by
regions of Pennsylvania as rain and
the
miners
working in the ch11te above.
snow ·and the "whump" a dyn~ite
Another
miner, Joe Narcavage, said
charge makes when it shatters a coal
he
heard
and
felt a tremendous rush of
face deep inside the earth.
lt,ir
and
knew
there
was trouble.
The men will go down in the mines
''I
turned
and.
looked into the
for years to come, and the stories. of
gangway
and
aU
I
saw
was a wall of
their tragedies will becoine part of
water
coming
at
me,''
Narcavage
said.
solemn disc.ussions over ~sJlot~ and beers
"It
was
infinitely
frightening.
l have
in the bars that ~ot co.al r~.:B!on tow~~
never
been
so
terrified
in
my
life. I
like Tower Oty.
. ·
screamed
'Wafer!!!'
to
warn
the
others
· As sure as they sjng songs about· the
and
then
I
dove
into
a
chute."
·price they pay ~o dig coal, they will talk
Klinger's body and that of another
" about the day a wall of water ~wept like
·miner,
Philip Sabatino, 50, were.carried
a freight train through. ·the veins of
from
the mines in the 24 hours
Kocher Coal Co's. ·porter t!lnnel on
·following
the incident. More bodies ·
Brookside Molin.tain.
·
.
were
discovered
on Sunday.
lt killed at least four miner:>, seriously
on the side of a
,Klinger
was
buried
injured t~ree others and traJ?ped · five
hill about 20 miles away from the
more.
disaster, in Mabel, Pa. Rainy w.inter
Gary Lee Klinger of Hegins started
skies were the backdrop for young·
· out working . in · the mines with his
Klinger's requiem.
father, but theY decided it would be best
"We ai:e merely creatures of time and
not to wo,rk in the same pits. Mining aceach of us is heading for eternity/' the
cidents had wiped out family breadpreacher said at Klinger's funeral.
winnersbefm:e.
·
"Please remc:mber the families of the
At· noon T!lesday, Klinger, the only
others who are involved in this tragedy
child, was three weeks away from his
and the families who wait in suspense
20th birthday as he worked in the belly_

for their. comrades still in the mine.''
Meanwhile, rescuers searching for
possible survivors in the disaster heard a
sound through their listening devices;
· "Tap-t'ap-tap."
There was no mistaking it, It couldn't
have been the wrenched and twisted timbers creaking, or lumps of coal falling
in perfect time from a roof to a dry
floor. It was a miner desperately
signaling for help.
Ronald Adley was sitting on a broken
timber in a pocket of the
mine-probably preparing himself for
death-when he heard the rattling of the
rescue team and began tapping out his
signal.
The miners' universal SOS saved him.
The rescue team bored a thin hole to the
pqcket where Adley, 37, was trapped.
His wife and two children maintained a
vigil at the mine. Unlike some other
families, thc;:ir agony was over.
·
They fed Adley candy bars
vegetable soup and shipped him a
of chewing tobacco. He asked
"some booze" but that request
denied.

and
plug
for
was

Ne\N Mexico.
Students have four weeks
lett in which to drop classes.

DAILY
Tuesday, March 8,1977

Student Uses Tutorial Grade as Evidence
By Tim Gallagher
The student wlio filed racial
'discrimination charges against
UNM, and said his grades of B in
English 101 and IOZ proved he did
not have a "language deficiency,"
received a B in an English 101
tutorja"f class and got the B in
English 102 ·after receiving an
·
incomplete.
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Prof. Keith Auger of the
elementary education Q.ep~rtment
had given the student the grade of
D in a two-course, six-hour block
elementary education class by
saying the student had a "language
deficiency." The student asserted
that he did noj have· a defic~ency on
the.basis of the grades of B in two
introductory English courses.

The
.student
filed
the
discrimination charge with the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare regional office in
Dallas after hearings by several
university boards. The student's
name cannot be revealed because of
privacy acts.
The student received the: B in
tutorial English 101 from then-

'"RequlreCI-for Graduation
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'88th· Hour Test' Nears
Students who have completed 88
hours toward their degree and have
entered or re-entered their degreegranting college in Summer 1975 or
later are required io take the Undergraduate Program Test B.attery
(UPTB) "88 hour test" on Saturday, March 26.
Registration materials. for the
test are available in each college office and should be completed no
later than March 15. The test
provides a means for tlie student to
compare' his or her performance to
both national and local norms. The
program also provides the University with data. regarding student
performance on a standardized test
after having taken at least 88 acceptable-toward-degree hours.

This semester the UPTB, soon to
be called the Undergraduate
Assessment Program, includes only
the Aptitude Test. Beginning with
Summer 1977, Advanced or Field
tests will be available for those
whose majors coincide with the
published tests.
Scores on the advanced tests will
be available for student referral via
the regular Educational Testing
Service transcript service. The
student automatically receives
copies of his or her scores, but
scores are not recorded on the
student's per~anent record.
A spokesman for the Testing
Division said students who are
required to take the test will not be

U. Police Reprimand
Scholes Hall v·andal
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By Steve Nolan
A 17-year-old boy was reprimanded by UNM detectives last 'Thursday
connection with the break in and vandalism at Scholes Hall Feb. 26, UNM
police said yesterday.
During the break in, three adding machines and some small items, which
included four ojos and some rubber office stamps were taken.
Police said that a 16-year-old whom detectives did not talk to, and an
unidentified person were also apparentlyJnvolved in the break in.
Detective Robert" Lovato said that he obtained the 17-year old's name
'
from a UNM. police officer who had stopped the boy at 6 a.m. Feb. 26 to
check his identification.
At that time, the police officer found two ojos lying on the ground next
to the boy who said that the ojos belonged to his girlfriend. The connection between the ojos and the Scholes Hall break in was not made until
- after the pOlice officer let the boy go, Lovato said.
.
.
Lovato said that he determined who he thought the boy was through the
city telephone book, and said that he called the father of the 17-year:ald
and arranged an interview with him and the boy Thursday. At the interview the boy admitted to the break in, Lovato said.
.
Police said that there was $1 SO damage to a drinking fountain which
was ripped from the wall and admissions office records by the vandals.
Lovato said that no one would be charged if the identified two youths
paid for the d~age which was caused at Scholes Hall:
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allowed to graduate without taking
it.
The test is scheduled to begin at·
about 9a.m. and should be over by
l1 :30 a.m .. a spokesman said. The
test was first given in October 1975.

graduate assistant Larry Morris,
and was then advised to continue in
the tutorial program, ·the source
said. The student did not continue
in. the tutorial program and took a
normal English 102 course in which
he received an incomplete, but was
later given a B after turning in a
final paper late, the source said.
The HEW team knew of this
situation when theyinve.stigated the
charge on the UNM campus in
January.
The source said they were "not
sure" if the tutorial program and
the incomplete would have any
bearing on the final decisions from
HEW secretary Joseph Califano.
"It just depends on how much
weight they put on a B," the source
said. "A B at UNM,might not be a
B at some other place.''
HEW has asked for the grading
records of Prof. Auger for the last

three years as well as the grades of
all the students who were involved
in the class where the alJeged
discrimination took place. After
holding back these records for more
than a month, UNM President
William E. Davis has sent a letter to
Cali..fano saying that if after
reviewing the case, Califano still
wants the grades, Davis will release
them. A reply from Califano is not
expected for a few weeks.
HEW had proviously threatened
to revoke an estimated $10 million
in federal aid if the grades were not
turned over. Most of the money
goes to financial aid for students.
In announcing his decision, Davis
said he had to consider those
students who inight lose the federal
aid.
Prof. Auger has threatened legal
action against the University if the
grades are released.
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Chapel Gets
Night Visit
UNM p'olice olticer Robert
Doxe discovered early
. Monday morning · that the
·UNM. Alumni Chapel door
had been ripped opened.
door was soon
(The
~ replaced.) He also found the
door to the organ loft open
and all the alter candles lit.
Detectives said the dam·
ag~ to the door was approxi·
mately $200 and they had
not determined It anything
was missing.
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For Flu Shot Damages
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188 Sue. Justice Dept.
WASHINGTON .(UPT)- The
Justice
Department reported
Monday it has received 188 claims
totaling • $17.2 million for
damages-ranging from death and.
illness to Io'ss of work-from
persons who received swine flu
shots.
,
Spokesman John R,ussell said the
department expects to receive many
more claims.
.
"We will go to court in practically all of these cases," he said.
"The burden of proof will be on
them. We expect to have about five·
years oflitigation.''

The claims range from $3 million
in one death. case to one woman
claiming $9.50 for damage to l!er
blouse from a disinfectant on the
skin in the vaccination area, Russell
said.
'
·
"Eleven of the claims are deathrelated," Russell said. "The bulk
of .the ~laims are ~r?m people who
cla1m Illness or IDJUTY from the
sh.ot, or cl~m it caused them to
m1ss work.'·
One man has asked for $1 million
in damages on grounds the shot
caused impotency, he said.
In addition to the formal claims
Total Ex!)erience.
Here For Hair
His or Hers

25% Off
Haircut, Style
and Body Wave
With
.~(llU"Ul ID

said, the. deJ?~rt~ent has
rec~IYed 2,176 .mqmne~7-l!SU~ly.
askmg how to _f•le a cl~m, wh1ch
must.be donewJthasp~c•al.form.
Ne1l R, Pe.terson, a department
attor~ey, srud near!~ a: dozen
l~WS?lts .have b.een flied !n U.S.
d•stnct courts dlfectly agamst ~.ne
or more of the four vaccme
manufactures rather than the
go~ernmen~.
.
.
We ~rem the process af movmg
to substltu,t,e us as the. sole party
defendant, Peterson sa1d.
Peterson noted. that Cong~ess, as
a m~ans .of gettmg the. swme flu
vaccmat10n program started,
placed initial responsibility. for
damage claims on the government.
If the government has to pay it will
seek reimbursement from the
manufacturer if the l)lanufacturer is
considered at fault, Peterson said
Russell said the claims received
so far are against the Public Health
Service, which administered the
inoculation program, and the
Justice Department is merely
representing that agency.
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'jAmerlcans for Rational Energy Alternatives"
(AREA) is meeting this evening at 8:00 in Elisabeth
Seaton Hall, St. Joseph's Hospital.

'

There will be a DOC (Disabled on Campus)
meeting Wednesday March 9 at 3:30 p.m. in SUB

room 231-D. All interested persons please attend.

Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look
25% Off Regular Price With Your Student ID
Total Experience In The First Plaza Galeria
3rd and Tijeras
243-7771
And Now Our New Location To Serve You
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301
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Delta Sigma Pi and Blood Services of New Mexico
are sponsoring a blood drive March 9, 9 a.m .• 3 p.m.
room 106 Business School.
Applications now available for membership In Blue
Key, a senior honorary organization at both SUB in·
formation desk and Dean of Students office-Mesa
Vista. GPA must beat least 3.25.
Appllcallons now available for membership in Blue

Key, a senior honorary organizalion at both SUB in-

or

formation desk and Dean
Studems office-Mesa
VIsta. OPA must beat least3.2S. Deadline April I.

'

By Rachel Dixon
Both the Red Cross and people
from UNM have helped with
mo)ley and clothing for the
university student, her three-yearold daughter, and a roomate who
were stranded. after their home was
destroyed by a fire on Feb. 19.
" Dee Wilson, 25, said that she and
her roomate Virginia Bieniek,·22,
had just found an apartment and
Barbara Johnson, a Red Cross
social worker; "Wrote us out a
check for $160 for the first month's
rent: .
.
""We got
clothes at the
warehouse that the Red Cross sent .
us to. W. e'll be able to get matresses
and spme household equipment,"
Wilson said.
"People wanted to help out after
reading the article in the LOBO.
They offered to give us kitchen
equipment and clothes. One woman
who works at the medical school
· offered to pay for our textbooks,"
she said.
Barbara Johnson, a Red Cross
social worker, said, "we provide
immediate emergency service. The
money, the clothes, all the aid are
grants and aren't to be paid back."
"We don't have listings of
regular apartments but
do have
A fire which gutted a UNM student's house left her
lists of low-income housing. We
virtually
homeless.
·provide food stamps or money for
food and vouchers to buy basic
she said. There is somebody at the hours a day for emergencies,"
clothes at places like Penney's,"
Red Cross seven days a week, 24 Johnson said.

8y United Press lnterriational

Election -Money Concerns
WASHINGTON-A $38 million proposal for partial public-financing of all Senate electio.ns was proposed Monday by five senators
who expressed concern abot~t the "corrosive influence", of special interest money on Congress.
The bill is being introduced independentlY of legislation for public
financing of house races. There is more opposition to public financing
in the House, which defeated a similar Senate-approved bill two years
ago.

Nessen Warns of. 'Junk News'
RADNOR; Pa.-Ron Nessen, who was press secretary for former
President Ford, charged Monday that television network coverage of
the White House "is becoming trivialized" and the "junk news
threatens to drive out the substantive news."
Nessen, writing in the latest edition of TV Guide, cited as an example a network's television show one night in which 7 minutes and 20
seconds of the 22 minutes of news time was devoted to Amy Carter.
Nessen sajd, "This episode illustrates a disturbing trend in White
House coverage by the networks. It is becoming trivialized. The junk
news threatens to drive out the"lubstantive news."

Hostages Held in Police Station
WARRENSVILLE HEIGHTS, Ohio-A gunman who said "all
White people have to get off the earth" and gave them seven days to
do so took a diabetic police captain and a high school girl hostage in
the city police station Monday.
Police Chief Craig Merchant said the man, identified as Corey
Moore, in his mid-20s, of Warrensville Heights, demanded news
coverage of his grievances.

we

Unions Agree to Aid NY
NEW YORK-The city's municipal labor unions agreed Monday
to a $127 million investment in city bonds, lending necessary
credibility to New York's latest plan to pay off $1 billion in short term
debt.
.
Victor Gotbaum, head of the IJ!Unicipallabor council, said the city
unions have agreed to a "stretch" of $89 million in municipal
assistan'ce corp. bonds held by union pension and sinking funds. The
unions also agreed to a $38 million reinvestment of housing develop- ·
ment corp. notes.

When do you say Bu--weiser®?.
D .When I'm thinking
about girls.
D When I'm trying to
meet girls.
·D When I'm wondering
where in the world
all the girls are.

'~

Students· Receive Donations NASA Awards UNM
After Fire Destroys House
$185,511 Grant
For Lunar Research

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Bloo·d
Plasma

Maxwell Museum Art on Loan
An historic London exhibit of
American Indian art which contains
two dozen artifacts loaned by
University of New Mixico's
Maxwell Museum will travel to "the
Nelson Gallery in Kansas' City next
month for its first and only
American showing.
· Museum · · of
Maxwell
Anthropology will sponsor a trip
May 20th to the 22nd to Kansas
Ci,ty for persons interested in seeing
"Sacred Circles: 2000 Years of
American Indian Art," the British
Arts Council's bicentennial salute
to the American continent.
Highlight pieces loaned to the
exhibit by Mexwell Museum include
a Plains Shield and examples of

Blood
Mobile
.
Visits Campus
Blood Services of New
Mexico will be wheeling their
blood mobile onto campus
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in Room 106 of the Robert 0.
Anderson School of Business.
The blood drive is sponsored
by the Gamma Iota chapter of
the Delta Sigma Pi.
Pi,
a
Delta
Sigma
professional business fraternity,
is sponsoring the event as a community service project.
Sign-up sheets for the blood
drive, as well as general information about Blood Services, can be located around
campus, including the School of
Business.

Donor Center
8 am to5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

LabG ~ Grill,·

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

vcir. s1

No. 110
Box 20, University P .0., U!'.lvJ
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102
277-4202.

Coffee or Tea
1QC

8 p.m. until Midnight

The New Mexico Dbi/JI Lobo ls publi~hcd'

or

Monday through Ji'rlday every regular week
lht:-Ut1iversity year_ and weekly during the summer session by the Board of Student Publication-"
of the University of New Mc:dco 1 and IS not1
financially associated with ONM, Second class
postage paid at Albuquerque, New MexltcY
87131. Subscription rate is $10.00 for the

academic. year.
The opinions c>cprcssct.l on the -!dilorlal pages .
of The Daily Lobo arc those of the author solely;
Unsigned opinion it. that of the editorial board oC
The Daily Lobo. Nothil'lg printed il'l 111e Dail;
Lobo necessarily represents the' views of the
University of New Mexico.
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prehistoric pottery from the
Mimbres, Anasazi and Casa
Gran des.
The largest assembly of North
American Indian art objects ever
put on view, the exhibit attracted
nearly 200,000 visitors during its
three-month showing at London's ·
Hayward Gallery. The show was
opened by former U.S. Vice
President Nelson Rockerfeller and
Prince Phillip.
LThe 850 objects in the exhibit,
many not seen on the· North
American continent for centuries,
were loaned by more than9o public
and private collections in six
countries, the United States,
Canada, England, France, Denmark and West Germany
Among the rare and important
pieces in the exhibit are the Chief
Shakes screen from Denver, two
shell and porcupine quill wampum
belts made by the Abenaki and
Huron Indians in Quebec, a Northwest coast mask collected by
Captain James Cook on his third
voyage to the Pacific in 1776-1780
and a painted buffalo hide collected
by Prince Maximillian during his
trek up the Missouri River in 1833.
The mammoth show has received
critical acclaim from people like
Peter J. Rosenwald who described
the show in the Wall Street Journal
as "pro bab.ly the most comprehensive ever brought under one
roof. 1 '
Time Magazine called it "a
stunning show of Indian art" and
Philip Howard of the London
Times said it is ''the most exciting
and instructive exhibition ever seen

Bring this ad.
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"A $185,511 grant has been awarded to UNM's Institute of Meteoritics b

~d. depa;tment of ?eo logy by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

,?'

by Amen can astronauts and unmanned Soviet moon missions
. Dr. Klaus Keil, director of the Institute and professor of g~logy will be
~n cha;ge of the project. Keil has been a principal NASA lunar son' sample
m~es.!Jgator and was one of 75 scientists directly involved with the Viking
MISSIOn to Mars,
Keil said NASA has allocated .$102,5()() for the first year of research in
the three-year step-funded project.
He said the research will involve "work in three large areas regarding
the moon.'' The first area will be a "detailed study of drill cores returned
to the earth by American astronauts," he said.
The purpose of this phase of the research is ... to find out how the Iumir
surface layer was formed, where it came from and if it was produced in
one event or if it is the result of millions of years of activity," he said.
The second phase of the project will involve the study of rocks from the
moon's basins. Keil said the material in the. basins consists of Java or
basalt, which is black in color.
'
This phase of research will concentrate on how the basins were formed
:u'd ?n what ~he ~oil samples from these lunar areas can •'tell us about the
mtenor constitUtiOn ofthe moon,'' he said.
This area of research will use soil samples returned to earth by unma~med Soviet missions. "It's the only place where the Russians and the
Umted S~ates really cooperate," Keil said ofthe research.
The th1rd phase of the project will involve the study of rocks from the
moon's highlands. "The highland mountains are really much older (than
the m.aterial found in the moon's basins)," he said.
T~1s phase of study will help scientists understand "the ancient formatwn of the moon," he said. It will also provide scientists with
knowledge about the original crust of the moon since the highlands surface
material has not been affected by lava flows ..
Keil said the research will use soil samples from all the Apollo missions
but the project's main concentration will be on the samples returned by th;
Apollo 17 mission.
The study will not oniy·provide new information about the moon but
might also provide new clues about the formation of the earth, Keil said.

"'

m1mstra~10n to continue research on lunar soil samples returned to earth ~
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on either side of the Atlantic.''
The exhibits title, "Sacred
Circles," refers to the use of cosmic
shapes-spider web charms, the
four cardinal directions, circles of
the sun and so forth-which are
found in Indian art.

I

The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico

I

Popejoy Hall
Presents

The Acting Company
John Houseman--Artistic Director
(Oscar Winner "Paperchase")
Production of
I

Love's Labours
Lost
By William Shakespeare
Directed by
Gerald Freedman
Sunday March 13--8:15 p.m.
Tickets *8. 00 , 7. 00 , 6. 00 , 5. 00 , 4. 00
All Students--1/2 price
Tel. 277-3121 ·
No phone orders please
Tickets also available at all Ticketmaster
Outlets
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Daily LOBO

Perspective

Letters
Editorials
Opin_ions

Opinion

'Music Dept. Makes own Opus'
By Robert Geiwitz
the petition holds 167 .signatures.
Cacophony, in music, is a term Of these .167 students, more than
usually referring to the frequent use 90 have had classes with Dr.
of discordant and very diSl>onant Patrick, as of this semester. Out of
sounds. Apparently the UNM the graduate student body (FA), 74
Music Department Administration, per .cent of those contacted have
in keeping with many avante-garde signed the petition. (More (lnd
composers, feels it must create its rnore interesting.) The percussive
own magnum opus-a gigantic nature of this work is beginning to
·
..cfo justice to Stravinsky or Bartok.
multi-media spectacular.
The harmonic background is
relatively simple. Dr. Susan Patrick
was hired by the Fine Arts Music
Department in the fall of 1974 for a
three-year term contract. This contract expires May of 1977. A
decision was made last semester by
the Music Department Administration not to renew her contract.
Now come the first notes of
discord. Approximately 80 per cent
of the Music Department Faculty
(76 per cent of the tenured faculty)
are in favor of renewing her contract. (This is beginning to sound
interesting.)

Dead Planet Had ,Dreaded HEW'
By Tomas De Quincey
Earth, 2150- Zardo's tentacles
fairly quivered as he sat his round
bluish body down to the transmtsston device and nervously
began what might be the single
greatest report on the extinct planet
once known as "Earth".
"My superiors in the Ministry for
Dead Celestial Bodies, Greetings;
"As you are aware, our research
into probable causes for the planetdeath of earth has yielded to this
point the typical reasons: nuclear
warfare, famine, drought, plague,
oceanic pollution, governmental
corruption, etc. which we have seen
manifested in other star groups. All
of these are suggestive, but not
conclusive.

assimilated a satisfactory amount
of knowledge (by the ritual giving
of the dreaded 'low grade'.)
·

among students and townspeople
in early music. Also, outside groups
have been brought in to have
workshops.

Fact: Dr. Patrick has been extremely active with the Early Music
Ensemble. This group performs once
a semester in Keller Hall and has
"Manuscripts surviving after this
performed
for various music clubs,
period show only 'white-male'
at
the
U.
of
A., plus televised aphumanoids receiving the low
of
KNME.
(Interesting.)
pearances
grades, while all others, regardless
Fact:
In
the
two
and
a half years
of whether they had assimilated any
she
has
been
here,
Susan
Patrick
knowledge whatsoever were, in the
has
perforllJed
on
approximately
15
language of the planet, 'passed with
Keller
Hall
events.
flying colors'.
Fact: In conjunction with other
faculty
members, she has arranged
"It is easy to see that after this
Early
Music Festivals (Fall of
two
precedent had been set, no
Zardo leaned his chins on his
1975
and
1976). These have
university could be safe. We have hands and studied the transmission
generated
considerable
interest
estimated that it took about two before sending it. He was sure he
years to invalidate the grades in was right. He also silently thanked
DOONESBURY
every major university, and about the diety of his home panel that his
10 years to render the system useless race .had been too intelligent to
54Y, GINNY, WHERE IS
in every institution of learning. It invent investigations.
CLYDE, ANYti!AY'f WASN'T
follows that after the generation of
I beg to remain your most
HE 5/JPPOSeO TO Be
beings who had been educated died obedient satirist,
JOJ,IV/N'G OS?
off, there was not a single working
brain cell on the surface of the
Thomas DeQuincey
planet. The end came swiftly.
Sec'y. of the Inferior, UNM
"! realize that this may sound
' Slumber Party

Wise Men
Can .Offer
A Response

Editor:
The so-called satirical article
entitled '' 'Un-UNM Activities'
Views Racism" by Berthold
(LOBO 3-3-77) brings to mind
what was meant by those wise
men of days gone by who said:
"Out· of the mouths of
babes ... "; and
"A fool must now and then
be right by chance."
Need I say anything?

"We have been plagued with one
fundamental question, 'How could
a species with such large brains
(avg. 64 earth' ounces) have put
them to such little use·in the interest
of self preservation?' 1 believe we
have come across evidence that the
brains were not used at all after the
tnid to late 1970s.
"Allow me to expand this theory. Editor:
Il seems that in a largly -ignored
We are writing this letter to officially take exception to two statements
part of the world which itself called attributed to Graham Foster in February 23's edition of the Albuquerque
itself New Mexico there was a Journal.
'university' (a place to fill your
On page B-6 a story from the Journal's Santa Fe bureau stated that
brain with use11ble knowledge).
Senator
Barboa's bill to allow more than one person in voting booths "was
This is not unusual in itself, but it is
supported by Graham Foster of the New Mexico Civil Uberties Union."
where the enemy of brains launched
We wonder if this story means NMCLU supports the bill or that Mr. Foster
its first attack on the hopelessly supports it. We frankly question the propriety of either you or Mr. Foster
unprepared humanoids. It would supporting this bill.
appear from ancient manuscripts
'
Secondly, on page B-10 an AP story referred to Mr. Foster as NMCLU's
that about the year 1977 a
"minority humanoid" unleashed attorney and characterized him as saying "attempts to prohibit tobacco
the dreaded HEW upon the helpless and alcohol and, now, marijuana, only double consumption." Such a simplistic, careless statement can only hinder the efforts of those who support
academics.
the decriminalization of marijuana use.
''The HEW was a ruthless
If Mr. Foster made these statements we protest his action; if he did not,
enemy. It entered the University we must ask why and how he allowed himself to be misunderstood in this
and systematically destroyed the wav.
'grades' (a scale by which the
This is not the first time Mr. Foster's poor judgment has come to our atllssimilation of knowledge could be
tention.
We only hope that in the future our common goal of supporting
measured with occasional accivil and human rights will not be hindered by such irresponsibility.
curacy). It seems that the
'professors' could no longer tell any
Peter Cubra for NMPIRG Directors
min,ority hemanoid that it had not

Delbert W. Lopez

by Garry Trudeau
YfAH, Bl/T Hf3 SAIO He HAO
7/J 6/3T01'51< 7/J THE liiJRARY.
!18 ANP BGVNY HAVEA

Common Goal Is· Hindered

Edttorial Board
Unsigned. HltCnial• repreunt •
1i>ojori\'j ,......., Of ll1o o.;lv LotiO
St.ff, AI other et,iumn-s... cartoons
and ·..-...,; ~Nent tM opinion o1
~ IUthof lnd do ftot neceJArity
reflect tbt \lie'M of the lUff.

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton

Sports Editor
Oavid Belling

Manmglng Editor
Karen Moses

Arts and Media Editor
Lynda Sparber

Bread/ Lost Without Your Love/
Ell;!clra/7E-1094-B
Review by Marguerita Ortega
The comeback album of Bread,
the group which disbanded in '74,
should have stayed in the studio.
The entire album lacks an
ingredient, which unfortunately for
them is not yeast.
"That certain something ... just
isn't there," in spite of the fact that
the original band members are back

Appa rE~ntly, she has high
qualifications for her job. At the
present time, Dr. Susan Patrick
teaches 400-500 level courses. In
addition, she has approximately
five applied harpsichord .students a
semester. The courses Dr. Patrick
teaches include history and
graduate seminars.

As Anthony said of Brutus in
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar (to
paraphrase a little), perhaps the
Administrators are honorable men ' So far, (through the grapevine), 1
and have honorable motives. Let us have not heard the Administration
exarnine and see if any "grievous is planning to hire anyone to
faults" may be found.·
replace her. (Interesting the
graduate catalogue is scanty
Fact: Dr. Patrick graduated enough.)
magna cum laude from Tulane
University, New Orleans, La.
Coda: If cacophony is total
Fact: She did her graduate and
noise, what is the reverdoctoral work at Chapel Hill, sal-nothing? Why is the AdUniversity of North Carolina.
ministration dismissing one who
teaches
such a large part of the
Fact: Dr. Patrick, as a student,
graduate
curriculum? Why are they
gave a. professional lecture on cerdismissing
one who has worked to
tain aspects of her doctoral dissercreate
such
interest in a field of
tation
for
the
American
is relatively unknown
music
which
Musicological Society in Dallas,
in
the
Southwest?
There are many
1972. This is a very unusual honor
questions,
but
few
answers.
Why?.
for a student. (Interesting.)
Fact: She is presently working on
a scholarly edition of Baroque
sacred Choral-Brass music, part of
which will be published within this
month. (This is in conjunction with
Karl Hintebichler, another music
department faculty member.)

radical to you as you sit in the
comfortable amonia atmosphere of
our home planet, but I assure you
that I haye evidence to support my
theory beyond the shadow df a
reasonable doubt. The 'Faculty
Publications' serve as an excellent
source of material, even though
they are almost indistinguishable
from the refuse generated by the
humanoids'. More on this as
research develops.
"Humbly yours, Zardo"

8tend Gone Stnle

F/Gt/!?EO OOT PIHO
Ytt'R MTHeR ti!AS
YET, aYO!i?

\

•Open House and Potluck lunch: Women's
Center UNM, 1824 Las Lomas NE, 11:30 prn.
to 2:30pm.

Women's
Week
Events
for

Half of the album is written by
Gates. The other half by his
counter-parts James Griffin and
Robb Royer. It doesn't make any
difference,
though. Both sides
After the split, the group walked
sound
like
running
water. The only
their own paths. The only one I ever
heard any mention of was David thing handsome about this album is.
Gates. He released a few singles the four ~uys on the cover.
skimming the middle of the charts.
"The Chosen One," is the only
He also toured in concert with
song
out of the whole release that
Olivia Newton-John. The rest of
the group must have spent their warrants listening. The relationship
between this song and past releases
time meditating.
follow the same fo1mat. Even the
title cut, "Lost Without Your
Love," soon becomes stale.
together, David Gates, Larry
Knechtel, James Griffin and Mike
Botts.

The radio stations seem to have a
soft spot in their hearts form
comeback artists. As soon as a
comeback group releases a song,
the disk jockeys give it an abundance of radio play. But this
doesn't help Bread ... their case is in
'intensive care. Reminiscing on a
Saturday afternoon with Bread's
old hits, isn't my idea of fun.
In the two years the group was
split, they must have spent long
hours in the closet if this is all the
originality they could muster after
their reunion. They deserve to
disappear into Electra's basement,
cabinet "0", under miscellaneous.

BREAD

Electro-CiossicoJ
''The
P!anets"/Tomita/RCA angel-like voices and harps. The
AR/1-1919
piece travels completely to the
other end of the musical spectrum
Review by George Gesner
The Japanese master !sao from the first piece. The whistling
Tomita. searched the dusty shelves melody with its beautiful run of
to find the treasured work of chords adds to the heavenly or
Gustav Holst called The Planets.
spacy effect. It's the kind of piece,
Tomita proceeded to his chamber if you let your mind wander, that
where his mammoth synthesized will put you in another dimension.
string machin'e was planted and
"Mercury:
The
Winged
went on to do his electronic version Messenger" is a light frivolous
of the recent classical treasure.
piece that prickles you like tingling
An explosive and thundering on- electric shocks.
slaught · introduced "Mars: The
To keep you in a happy mood,
Bringer of War." The main theme "Jupiter: The Bringer of Jollity"
bombs away with synthesized lends an aura of carnival. "Saturn:.
voices in a polemic hymn packed The Bringer of Old Age" follows
with symphonic fury.
with a soothing slow piece
"Venus: The Bringer of Peace" blemished by electronically garbled
is like dawn or a fresh drop of voices. With perfect background
spring as the music blooms with music for a Chinese sorcerer,
"Uranus: The Magician" casts its
spell. "Neptune: The Mystic" isjndeed
mystifying
with
its
processional rhythms and distant
Jelly/A True Story/Asylum/7e - flow of voices taking it to the end.
1096
Rate the album B plus.
Review by Dana Peterson
If three people ever looked like
they never belonged in' a recording
studio, Jelly is the group. The trio
consists of Fred Bliffert who looks
like a (mental) asylum escapee,
Amy Madigan, a pubescent Tatum
O'Neal type, and Jesse Roe, who
looks like a Park Avenue lawyer.
7:00-Cb. 13: Who's Who.
Nonetheless they have attracted
8:00-Ch. 7: Rich Man, Poor
some of the best session musicians
Man (Last of the season.)
in the business. Names like bassists
9:00-Ch. 5: In Search of the
Lee Sklar. and Chuck Rainey,
Real America {Wattenberg vs.
drummer Jim Gordon, and the
Udall on rate of consumption.)
multi-talented Jim Horn are a
9:30-Ch. 5: Oasis in Space
welcome addition to any musical
(Effects of pollutants in watereffort.
ways with Asimov, Cousteau,
Two tunes, "No One Like My
Sagan, and Pete Seeger.)
Baby", and "Dr. Jazz", a live
11 :00-Ch. 7: Movie {"Dead
number, caught my eye. But
on
Target.")
·
beyond that I am undecided. So 1'11
13:
Movie
· 11:30-Ch.
cop out again and leave it up to
("Trapped.")
you.

Today

a

•Establishing
Feminist Business: 10,6
Girard SE, #119, 12 noon to 1;30 pm,
•Round Table on Lesbian Awareness:
Mitchell Hall 208, UNM, 2:00 pm. to
3:15pm,
•Workshop, The Displaced Homemaker:
106 Girard SE, #119, 2:30pm. to 3:30pm.
•Women's International Week T-shlrt safe
106 Girard SE, #119, 3;00 pm. to 6:00 pm.
•Wornen's Music Extravaganza: 106 Girard
SE, #119, 7:00pm. until midnight. Anyone
welcome to bring their music or other talents.
•E=.!lJ.§!_bli§hi.!lg a Feminist Business: 106
Girard SE, #119, 7:00pm. to 8:30pm.
•"Union Maids" film:
Student Union
Ballroom, Room 250, 7:30 om.
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Agenda
RETURNING
STUDENTS:
KELLER HALL SERIES: Heinz
Meeting for older students today Wunderlich, German organist from
from 3:30 to 5:30p.m. in the SUB, Bach's church in Leipzig, Keller
room231D.
AUDUBON FILM SERIES: Hall, 8:15p.m., general admission
"The Vanishing Eden," Stefan $2, faculty/staff $1, students $.50.
Klins, Popejoy Hall, 7:30 p.m., There will be a workshop March 9,
9-11 a.m., fee $2.
students, faculty/staff$1.50.

.=-

REALLY ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION
Vespa Ciao mo-ped
' r ·
Sc00Lel'
... .
(motorized bicycle)
vespa

Gloom and disappointment
follow this album around. The new
trend I had expected on their
release,(which is typical of a
comeback group) musi have faded
away in the soundproof stage.
Before this group plans any tours
or any future albums. They better
sit down, pen in hand, and objectively listen to their album. If
they are lucky, they might salvage
whatever talent they have left,
before it is to late. And Bread
becomes another album in the two
for $1.00 rack

... for more fun with great mileage
(up to 160 mpg) out of lifei
'

... for low-~ost transportation
- {tip. to 100 mpg) and fun too!

JOE HEASTON MOTOR CO.

1410Second Nw
Phone 247-2404

Passover Begins April 2
Need a place for seder?
The Jewish Student Union-Hillel
will place Jewish students in a
home for first seder and in
sponsoring a second seder.

I
'

...

Interested? Call Wendy 299-1502
Now for information and reservations.

Jelly Jams

TV

-f/ntw~-

Pa f/Jo4a£/a ~ 6nlrfe Wad
The new convenient way for Non-Resident Students and
Staff to take care of those between class and work meals.
NOW there is a way to buy, in advance, all those dinners

before yoU!: Wednesday night lab, and for many other
meals you need to have while on campus.
I

Use ENTREE card for $10 worth of any c.ombination
of meals at La

P/ATC!f

YaiR MOUTH,

MAN!

I

. ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE!
BEST FOREIGN FILM
BEST ACTRESS

MARIE·CHRISTINE BAR RAUL T

BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY

•
ilf1,·

Nevn Editor
Tim 'Gallagher

Asst., News l:::ditor
O.M. Hynn

Availa
ow at Housing Collections
La Posada 201 277-2606

Photo Editor
Wenr'iell T. Hunt

Copy ~ditors

Advertising ManaQer

Rebekah Szymanski, Dolores Wood

Harry Chapman
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Acapulco Restaur~nt f
Mexican Food I
Specializing In Burritos

i.=i

.,.8

Semifinal Ro.und Loss
II Ends Fem Cage Season

Open 7 Days I )am- Spm

a:3 II

II

Complete Mexican Dinners

AI

.

Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
J415 Central Ave. NE 242-0921
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Phi Alpha Theta
Room 127-c, SUB

• Diverse Subjects
• Cheap Prices
March 10, 1977

•

Find•ght
Russia's heart.
0 rn

By Ed Johnson
Playing gooct, solict basketball
their first night, suffering through a
disastrous first half their second
night, and losing one of those
heart-breaking two pointers their
final night, the UNM women's
team finished their season With a
fourth-place finish in the Intermountain Conference Tournament,
last Thursday, Friday and
Sasturday nights in Salt Lake City.
The women knocked Utah State
out of the tournament Thursday
night with a 90-86 win.
On Friday night they managed
only 16 points in the first half and
went on to Jose 71--46 to . the
eventual conference champion,
undefeated Utah.
In Saturday's consolation game,
UNM fell to BYU 75-73.
"We annihilated their zone,"
Lobo Coach Kathy Marpe said was
the reason the 90 Lobo's scored
points against Utah State.
Jean Rostermundt played a key
part in the destruction of the Utah
State defense with 26 points as well
as grabbing 10 rebounds.
The modest woman from Iowa

~

said her own performance was,
"Okay, I think everybody played
well."·
"Everybody," included Cindy
Fi~cher who pumped in 16 points,
Carol Moreland who had 10 points
and 12 rebounds and Margaret
Gonzales with lO points,
With that win, the Lobos advanced to the semi-finals against
top-seeded Utah and the third time
·•
was not'acharm.
Utah defeated UNM earlier this
season, 79-52 in the Ute Tournament, and then during con' ·
ference play, 64-52.
Moreland was the leading scorer
for the Lobos with 12 points, while
Rosterm undt, Fischer, and Susan
Schuster scored eight points.
"Utah played reaily well. They
jumped ]Jigher, -ran faster. They
totally frustrated us. They work the
ball really well," Marpe said,
Marpe said, "Jean made some
really nice moves, but they concentrated on stopping her."
"We wern't running.our offense
too well," Rostermundt said.
For the second time this year they
lost to BYU when they probably

should have won.
When BYU won 83-79 earlier in
the year it was the fourth Josss for
UNM and the Lobo's chances for a
trip to the tournament were
hampered, but they came back to
win five straight games and
qualified.
Fischer tied for game scoring
honors with BYU's Tina Gunn, as
they both had 16. Rostermundt had
14 and Schuster scored 10.
"We should have won. We threw
the ball away. We've had a real
tough time ·in close ball games. ·
BYU played pretty well, jt was just
a matter of who folded first,"
Marpe said.
Both teams hit 27 field goals, but
BYU made more free throws than
UNM did as two very reliable
charity tossers, Rostermundt and
Schuster, together hit only four of
nine.
"We lost it by ourselves,"
Rostermundt said.
''We've always had the depth but
we lacked the experience you need.
It was a good tournament. It's been
a sucessful season," Marpe concluded.

,

Watch The Volga on Public Television.
Explore the river that unlocks the heart
• of this country of contrasts. Join
series host E.G. Marshall. Tonight.

~

Tennis Team ·Grabs 2· Victories
'
By Carol Pavletich
Jeff Chavez, were able to put their They're starting to get a feel for it.
The Lobo men's tennis team is 4- game together winning both numUNM sophomore Chavez also
4 for the season after winning two ber one doubles, and UNM said the Lobos·played well and adon the road in Boulder, Colo. this sophomores Jay Penny and Ronnie ded, "We're getting a lot more conweekend against. Oklahoma State Wheeler followed the example, fident. The more matches, the more
University and the University of winning bot!) of their doubles mat- confident you get."
Colorado.
ches last weekend.
The Lobos are on the road again
The Lobos downed Oklahoma 6Lobo
Coach
Tim
·Russell
was
this
weekend, competing against
3 on Friday and defeated the
ple&sed
with
the
performance
of
West
Texas State, Texas Tech and
Colorado Buffalo 7-2 on Saturday.
the
Lobo
netters
and
said,
"I
San
Angelo.
Tim Garcia, and Gary' and Ronnie Wheeler won singles matches thought they really olayed well.
West Texas State defeated the
both Friday and Saturday.
They seem to be playing much bet- Lobos 5-4 earlier this season in a
Doubles partners, Garcia and
ter than at the first of the season. tournament in Corpus Christi, Tex.

Gulf Oil Corporn

KNMFJs

D

The
excitement
of
discovery
The National Geographic
•
Specials

s:oop.m.

Produced by lhe National Geographic Society and WQED/Piusburgh.
Made possible by a grunt from Gulf Oil Corporation.

·

Intramura-l
Basketball
Lobo's 9
Host Ags Playoffs Start Tonight
The UNM baseball team will play
down-state rival New Mexico State
in a doubleheader starting at I p.m.
today at Lobo Field.
The Lobos are 8-1 for the season
while New Mexico State is 3-1.
Pitching for the Lobos will be
Rob Hoover 12-0) and Rick Connell
{l-0).

Spend

Tournament play begins today in
men's intramural basketball to
decide on a champion for 1977.
The fraternity champion, Lambda Chi Alpha, will play White
Division runner-up, No-Names, at
6:30p.m. in Johnson Gym. Tequila
and Seven, champion of the Blue
division plays the Baptist Student
Union, runner-ups in the Red

Spring Break
Specials

At Beautiful San Carlos Bay in
Guaymas Mexico

'

/

• 7 Days, 6 Nights At
La Posada De San Carlos
• Beautiful Oceanfront
Room W/Kitchen
• Welcome Margarita
• 13 LayKold Tennis Courts
• All Tips & Taxes

Mon- Fri
All Drinks

$79.00

2Forl

Call Immediately
Space Limited

Sat
Sun

242-8922

(24 t1 rs)

\<."C),

Check
-These
Options

Fishing

Scuba Diving

oq~

Till9pm
Till7pm

Reg. Bar Drinks

c.:;'(;<

soc

division at 7:30 p.m. The winners
of these two games will play Thursday at 8:30p.m.
'

Mixed Breeel, winners of the
White division are pitted against
the Blue runner-ups, Los Hijos Del
Norte, at 7:30p.m.
The Red division champions,
Fleetwood, will most likely play the
Fijis of the fraternity league. Fijis
would have had to win last night to
be awarded that position. The win-.,ncrs of these two games will also
play Thursday at 8:30p.m:
The championship game will be
played in Johnson Gym on Friday
at 3:30p.m.
In women's basketball, games
should be going right down to the
wire. Three teams are tied for first
and after tonight it will be
· narrowed down to two. The Paper
Tigresses, Tulaners and Loose
Shoestrings are 6-1.
The Tulaners are pitted against
the Tigresses in the game of the
week at 9:30 tonight. Players to
watch out for are Meg Born of the
Tulaners and Phyllis Romero and
Candace Granados of the
Tigresses.

lTfiiJIRN

Air Fare

o~fiT.SO

Train From
Nogaies

.Y£SUB

* Charter Flight Available For Groups

SANDWICHE

1\ Fine Drinking gstablishmctit

2 TWO BEDROOM HOUSES, $22l.00·$2SO.OO.
Studio apt,, $125,00, 1~3 block~ to UNM. 8360712, 3/11
SHARE RENT. Large house and yard, so~
heights, no pets. 256-9637. 3/11
BEAUTiFUL, SPACIOUS 1 bdr. apt. La.rge
nreplace, patio, furnistled, many e.xtr"s. :i bl. from
UNM. $200.00/mo. 265·5256. 3/21

Classifieds
Ra.tea1lS ceots pet word per day, one dollar minimum. Advettl.sements run five or

1'110te- cona"'cutlveo do.ys with no cho.nge~. nine cents per word per do.y (no tefullds

If c9-ncetled before five Insertions). Classified o.dvertlsemenu must be po.ld 111

o.dvnncq, ffio.tron Ho,ll Room 105 of by moll to Clo.sslfled Advertising, UNffi Box20,
Rlboquerqve-, Nm 67131.

Petsonals

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2bedroom house w/unoppressive man. $100,00/mo,
inc. utilities, 265-3854, Steve, 3/8

CONTACTS?'/ CASEY OPTICAL COJnpany, 2558?36. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, 1,0, photos. Lowest
prices in town, Fast, Pleasing, Call265-2444 or ~orne
toi717GirardBivd.NE, tfn

TO DAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

A LIMITED number of back issues of the LOBO'are
available For JO cents a copy in room 131, Marron

Hall.

1 Seals off a
well
5 ----- heating
I 0 Surveyor's

TFN

NONSMOKERS CLUB!89'7-013l. 4/6 .
NEED YARD DAILY for dog, Monday-Friday:
Oood playmate, spayed, will cOntribute. Genie, 266-

nail

1 4 Greek goddess
15 Be contingent
i 6 Nursery
rhyme king
1 7 Inflexible
t 9 Mechanical ·
routine
20 Take a
------:Run
away
21 Showing
some
resemblance
23----- France
26 Stanley--27 Family
member
30 Fall flowers
34 ---- Beach,
Calif.
35 Look intensely
37 Card game
38 Ottawa's
prov.
39 Lambasted:
Slang
41 Disembowel
42 Hoosier
fabulist
43 "The
Thinker"
creator
44 Negative
contraction
45

7l2B. 3/10
PARTY! Our sound system booked so fast in
December we're doing it again! Frats, Sors, special
rate. We supply everything, Call266·0235. 4/4
AGORA: UNM's student crisis center. 277-3013 or
come by NW corner, Mesa Vista Hall. 3/21
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MARGARET. J:rom your
loving admirer, D,H, 3/8
WANT.ED: PITCHER, lA fast pitch. Men's City
League, 842-1999, 3/8
NEED EXTRA CHEST PROTECTION7 Wear
cotton T-shirts by Lollopop, Very feminine. Assorted
colors &styles, 2910 Central SEat Wild Rose. 3/21
DO YOU HAVE a legal question? Leone! Ceniceros,
auorney, answers legal questions In Ills Wednesday
column In the LOBO. Send questions to the LOBO,
UNM Box 20, City, 87131 or drop them ut the LOBO
nl!'vsroom, room 138, Marron Hall. 3/9

Lost & Found
LOST: MAN'S WATCH. Silver & turquoise band in
Zimmerman Library restroom, Friday 2/25. Reward.
Mike, 271·4669. 3/8
HELP; LOST GLASSES. Raceddver plastic frames,
clear brown, white, Orange-ish cloth case. Beth,
Anne, 266-8893. 3/9
LOST: SMALL GOLD RING, 3/1177, Popejoy.
Letter "M" on design. Great sentimental value.
Reward, 677·5587. J/11
, FOUND: SUNGLASSES in orange case, Claim In

rm.Ul,Marron Hall.

3/11

Services
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prep11re now, Call
Professional Educators of New Meldco, Inc, 8425200. tfn
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic, Done.
with skill and imagination. 898-5977. 3/11
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265·0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios, Install burglar alarms. IOa.'o
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TVjs for sale. 3/ll

WANTED: GARAGE. 265·2425. 3/8
SUMMER SUBLET: 5-bedroom house on campus
with fall t>ption, 612 Univ, N.E,, $350,00, plus
utilities. 247-4875, 277-2434. 3/9
ROOMS ON CAMPUS: 612 Univ. N.E. $85,00 plus
utilities, 247-4875,277-2434, 3/9
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share quiet 2~bedrodm
duplex,.$90.00.266-0037, 3/8
,
ROOMMATE WANTED, Responsible, -female
student preferred, 255-3127. 3/11

contest
UNITED Feature Syndicate
4 7 Royal CanaMond
Punle
· dians'
leader
50 Fresh water
Iish
51 Celestial
bodies
52 Ships'
kitchens
56 Enjoy music
60 Wildly crazy
61 Deep South
city:2
words
64 Protuberance
65 Governed
66 Cisterns
12 Utah comwords
67 Show
munity
39
Lacking
pleasure
13 Bambi, for
refinement
68 Desfitute
one
40
Cordage
69 Claude ----:
18 Kept in
thread: 2
Fr. novelist
check
words
22Was
44 Tropical
plant
DOWN.
thoughtful
24 Gave
46 Smoothly
1 Fragment
medicine to
appealing
25 Requires as 48 Disorder
2 Before sol
a result
or space
49Rim
3 Ship section 27 Regard with 52 Pack of
·wolves
'4 Carpentry
malicious
pleasure
53 Cupid
work
28 Musical
5 S.E.C. units
54 Napoleonic •
victory site ·
composi6 Silvery
55 Wet place:
tion
metallic
29 Sweetens
Var.
element
the kitty
57 Malay title
7 Extremity
3 t British comof respect
8 Historical
poser
58 This: Sp.
periods
3 2 Spherical
59 A mer. car9 Govt. health
33 -----voce:
service
toon is!
Very softly
62 Pub product
1 0 Writing style
63 Board's
36 Negative
11 Y.M.C.A.

~-r.f?:f!4!lf!t

..

GAY APTS. FOR RENl'. Have 2·bedrooms, al~o j ..
bedrooms. Couples welcome, Call255·2186. 3/11

Eyeglasses or Contact Lenses
Fast service, quality and
style at reasonable cOst
' .
.

Casey Optical Co.
!Next door to Casey Rexall Drug)
Jll&S at Washington 255~6329

Call: Phtl Franczyk, C,L.U. 292-2830, 3/8
OVERSEAS JOBS summer/year-round, Europe,
S, America, Australia, Asta, etc. All fields, $500.00$1200.00 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
inform.-Write: International Job Center, Dept, NB,
Box4490, Berkeley, CA. 94704. .3/25
PACKAGE STORE CLERK WANTED, Mon-Fri, 94. Must be 21. Heavy lifting involved. Apply at
Ned's, 4200 Cenlral S.E. 3/.JO
KAITANA J.C.C. SUMMER DAY CAMP in
Manzanos. Now interviewing A&;C, nilture, campcraft, music, dance, water safety, recreation
specialists; & counselors. Salaries competitive. Rob
Etigson, 255·3644, after 6 p.m. 3/J I
PART TIME HELP WANTED; Sales clerk &
stocking, Must be over 21, graduate students only.
Apply in person, no phone calls. Save·Way Liquor
Store, 5704 Lomas Blv4. NE. J/25
PA~T TIME WORK: 56 openings, $400,00 a month.
Call255-2337.1-3 p.m. only. 3/9
COLORADO, WYOMING, MONTANA, Summertime employees for dude ranches, Natl. Part:s,
and U.S. Forest Service. For information and
send $3.00 to Outdoor Services, Box 349,
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H:EAT & FOOD PRODUCING Solar Greenhouse
Book for salll at Bakery, 118 Yale SE. 319
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ffilscellaneous

~

SUMMER '77 IN EUROPE. LoJ1don, Paris,
Switzerland, Italy, Austria & Germany, Dcparl June
23 from Albuq, Return July 19. Only $145.00.
Includes meals, room, & guided tours. International
Education Inc. Call265-0482. 3121
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Applications fOr the United Daughters of the
Con~ederacy Scholarship are now being accepted,

Applicants must be lineal descendants of a Confederate veteran, Contact the scholarship office no
later than March II,
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Applications (or the Edward Grisso Memorial
Scholarship wlll he accepted until March II,
Applicants must be a junior male student who has
made improvement In his grades during his
sophomore year over his freshman year.
Bellehaven Elementary School Is in need of games
magazines, children's books and photo supplies:
Anyone interested in donating these lt~ms should call
298-1430,

...

The UNM Mountain Club will sponsor a slide show
at 7:30 in the SUB Theatre, The subject is "The
Alaska Wlld I,mnds." No admission charge.
Chicano Studies Policy Committee will meet today
al3:00 at Chicano Studies, 1815 Romn NE.
Job descriptions and applicntions for the N.M,
State Government Intern Program are available in
Career Services, Mesa Vi.~ta So., Room 2131.
The Orthodox Bahai Faith I~ holding
Mondays at 8 r:m, at 408·D Maple NE.

11re~ldes
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There will be a Returning Students meeting Tues.
March 8 in nn., 231-D and E of the SUB from 3:30 to
5:30p.m.
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Get a Taco

I

FREE

1
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with purchase of a
Combination Burrito
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For Sale

Fot Rent

PART-~IME J,OB: Sales, Oexible hours, goQd.pay.

II

TYPING, ISTQUALITY,SB3·7787. 4/6
TYPING: M,A. ENGLlSH. Selectric, on-campus.
296·8564, 3/31
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567. l/8
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: 266-9037. 4/8
FOR EXPERIENCED n'PJST, Call 266-4770.
Legal, medical, statistical, general. 3/11

NEW SHIPMENT of ISO Berlin bicycl~-plus,
many French accessories. Some t.Jscd bicycles. R.C,
Hallett's; 843-9378. trn
20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00 to SCiO.OO. 441
Wyoming N13, 255-5987, 3124
DUE TO DIVORCE! Kirby vacuum cleaner, New
warranty. 1977 model. Take over payments of$7.37 a
month. 255·1534. 3/11
REPOSSESSED: Late model belt drive and direct
drive turntable. Also Sansui, Kenwood and Fischer
receivers. Assume payments of $7.87 a month. For
information call255·7535. 3/11
SINGER MACHINE:- sewing machine, not claimed.
Equipped to buttonhole, Ug-Zilg. Pay SJ9.00 & take
machine. 255-7534. 3/11
UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY: brand new color TV,
big screen. Assume payments, $7.00 per month. New
guarantee. 255·753$. 3/J I
!972 VOLVO STATION WAGON: AC 1 radio,
radials. excellent condition. $3,200.00. Call299-4067.
883-8128. 3/10
YW BUS, 1971:7 pass., factory rebuilt engine. 2561142, 277·5806, 3/11
USED SOFA & Two chnirs, B·inch Admiral TV. Call
265-9222. j/11
F1NEST SELECTION of handmade wedding sci.s,
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NE. 293·
6901. 3/21
BARDELL, DUMBELLS, IRON SHOES, exercise
bench. 140 lbs. 247-2126. Ask for Bob. 3/8
FALCON 10 SPD: Lightweight frame, Camponola
gears, centcrpllil brakes. $90.00. 28 1·5 I 12. 3/9
'65 MO MIDGET: Re-built engine. new paint, new
tires, mechanically sountl. $850.00. Randy: 265-3386.
265-6949. 3/21
REPOSSESSED SONY: IS" Trimuron color TV,
take over payments of 59.00 monthly till balance is
paid off. 255-7534, 3/ll
JC)72 600cc BMW. Dependable alid economical.
$1100.00 rirm. 266-4J 15, evenings. 3/21
FENDER RHODES electric piano: one year clef.,
excellent condition, Call 883·0561, after S
p.in. 3/21

Employment
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\ 2608 Central SE (across from the University) I

~---------------~A CAREER IN ONE OF AMERICA'S
NEWEST GROWTH INDUSTRIES ••.

GORE VIDAI:S

#1 fiction bestseller
-now in paperback!·
CORPORATE
GIVING

DEFERRED

GIVING

Read all about
the tumultuous
centennial
year that was
in this
"wickedly Wise,
savagely funny"

The University of San Diego
In Cooperation with tlie National Center for Development Training

,•••• !'!.9..!!~~T._s_!!:!.~~!'-~~~f!.'?.'!!:!?.!-.?.~~!19.e}~~!-~~~i!.?!.n_i!!_.: __i

(The Atlantic).

"scandalous,
entertaining"

:

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

I
I
I

FUND RAISING MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

(Chicago Tribune)

I

novel by one of
America's favorite
authors.

BE~TSELLER
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(714l 291-6480 x 247

Name
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SAN DIEGO, CA 92110 1

I SUMMER l977·0AY
1
11 June 13·Aug. 26
FALL 1977-DAY
111 Sept. 26-Dec, 16
SPRING 1978,DAY
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: Feb. 20-May 12
J 1 am interested In the following location:

Zip
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Phone
SUMMER 1977-EVENING
June 14·DE!c. 15
SPRING 1978·EVENING

March 21·Sept. 12
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(Ot; was yeast really responsible for the fall of the Roman Empire?)
...

Q: 3. Hops are notorious for:

As your Dean of Beer, it is my scholarly
opinion that just knowing the one word for
beer is not enough. You must also know the
reasons why. Because only then will I,
Siglinda Steinfiiller, be satisfied that you have
graduated from Remedial Beer Drinking.
QUESTIONS:
.
· · Q: 1. The best water for beer comes from:
a) Big Duck Mountain.
b) Underground from Tijuana.
c) A small store in Macon, Ga.
d) None of the above
A: (d) No matter what you hear about
"naturally pure" waters, virtuaUy all
brewers filter and further purify their
water. But Schlitz doesn't stop there. They
- filter their water and then filter it again.
So when they're through, its purer than
the purest springwater.
Q: 2. Klages and Firlbeck III are:
a) Composers of famous beer drinking
songs like "I Left My Shoes in Heidelberg~'
b) Owners of the world's largest unknown
brewery.
c) Serving time in Sonoma, Calif., for
impersonating Arnold the Wonder Seal:
d) More expensive barleys.
A: (d) Schlitz blends Klages and Firlbeck III
barleys with the standard variety most
brewers use because they believe it gives
their beer superior flavor.

a) Their lack of intelligence.
b) Always getting to work late.
c) losing their keys.
d) Being difficult to keep fresh.
A: (d) The freshest hops make the best beer.
That's why Schlitz vacuum-packs and
refrigerates their hops. So they're as fresh
at brewing time as they are at harvest time.
Q: 4. The best adjunct to beer is:
a) Rice.
·
b) Corn.
c) Either rice or corn.
d) What's an adjunct?
A: (c) Every American br(!wer uses rice or
corn to lighten the flavor of their beer.
This is called an adjunct. But Schlitz
knbws how to use either grain interchangeably. So they're never at the n1ercy
of an unfavorable crop. And neither is the
taste of their beer.

Siglinda Steinfi.iller
Dean of Beer

Q: 5. The biggest misconception about yeast

·
is:
a) Carrying some in your pocket is good
·
luck.
b) It is good for hernias.
c) It was responsible for the fall of the ·
Roman Empire.
.
d) To ferment beer, all you have to do is
drop it in the vat.
A: (d)-To make beer taste right consistently,
Schlitz believes the yeast has to be evenly
distributed dt,tring fermentation. That's
why Schlitz gently stirs in their yeast. It's
part of their Balanced Fermentation
process. And they're the only American
brewer who does it.
Q: 6. Chill-Lagering is:
a) A popular German country and western
singer.
b) A Scandinavian winter sport played
without clothes.
c) A new ethnic 1V comedy about the
owner of an ice cube factory.
d) The right way to age beer.
A: (d) When Schlitz ages beer, they age it
cold-very cold-down to 29.5 degrees.
It's called Chill-Lagering. And its what
makes Schlitz crisp, clean and bright.
Q: 7. A mini-brewery is:
a) Hidden in a basement somewhere in
_
Greektown.
b) The result of trying to make Brol<en
Toe, Idaho, the beer capital of the world.
c) The right way to pretest beer
ingredients.
d) Both (a) and (c)
A: (c) Schlitz has a mini-brewery where they
test-brew the quality of the ingredients
that go into Schlitz-before they go into
Schlitz.
SPECIAL BONUS QUESTION: ·
Q: True or false, the one word for beer is
Duffelbrau.
JA: False. There is no beer called Duffelbrau.
' Just as there is no beer like Schlitz. If you
answered this question true, perhaps you
should look into turkey ranching.

THERE'S JUST ONE
WORD FOR BEER.

•

AND YOU KNOW IT.

•••
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